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PLEOCHROIC HALOES 

HE pleochroic halo has been for  many years a mystery. T Occurring in enormous numbers in certain rocks, more 
especially in the micas of granites, and exhibiting a strange 
regularity of structure, it seemed more difficult of explana- 
tion the more it was studied. Petrographers put forward 
many theories to  account for  its origin. These we have not 
space to  enumerate. Suffice it to say that an explanation was 
impossible before certain facts in radioactive science became 
available. W e  shall briefly refer, first to  the appearance pre- 
sented by haloes, and secondly to  the facts which afford the 
required explanation of their genesis. Finally we shall draw 
certain deductions not without importance. 

T h e  halo is most often to be found in the iron-bearing 
micas-e.g., in biotite. I t  presents the appearance of a disk- 
shaped o r  ringshaped mark of such minute dimensions as 
to  be entirely invisible without the aid of the microscope. 
When carefully measured it is found to possess a maximum 
radial dimension of 0.040 mm. ; but a very large number- 
the greater number-will be found to possess a radial dimen- 
sion of 0.033 mm., the larger haloes being, indeed, compara- 
tively scarce. There  is always a minute and apparently 
crystalline particle occupying the centre of the full-sized halo. 

Figure I shows the appearance of a halo of the smaller 
size in mica (biotite). T h e  light is being transmitted 
through a thin section of the rock. I t  is polarised and the 
intense absorption of it by the halo is clearly shown. If the 
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Fig. 4. Thor ium and  Radium Haloes 
in Mica 
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polariser is rotated the halo almost disappears. This  re- 
markable absorption-greatly transcending that of the bio- 
tite itself-has given rise to the term pleochroic halo. 

T h e  regularity in the size of haloes has led to the dis- 
covery of their mode of origin. They  are a phenomenon 
depending upon radioactivity. T h e  central particle contains 
radioactive substances and this fact accounts for  the genesis 
of the halo. H o w ?  

T h e  fact that certain rays proceed from radioactive sub- 
stances when in process of transformation is well known. 
T h e  nature of the rays has been investigated by many observ- 
ers. There are three sorts of rays-designated a, p, and y. 
T h e  last two do not concern our present consideration. T h e  
first is the cause of the halo. It consists of a helium atom 
expelled from the transforming body with great velocity- 
a velocity so great that if  unchecked it would carry the he- 
lium atom round the earth in less than two seconds. 

These a rays have been carefully and minutely investi- 
gated. When the parent radioactive element, uranium, 
undergoes its first atomic transformation and becomes ura- 
nium 2 an alpha ray is expelled. Uranium 2 in turn trans- 
forms spontaneously into ionium, expelling, in the process, a 
second helium atom. Ionium transforms to radium, giving 
off yet another helium atom, and so on till eight helium atoms 
are expelled. T h e  following table embodies these changes : 

Cms. 
Uranium I . . . . . . .  2 .50  

Uranium 2 . . . . . . .  2.90 

Ionium . . . . . . . .  3 .oo 

Ra Emanation . . . . . .  4.16 
RadiumA . . . . . . .  4.75 

. . . . . . .  Radium - 3-30 

RadiumC . . . . . .  - 6.94 
R a d i u m F  * 3-77 . . . . . .  
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T h e  numbers given in the table are very important to the 

subject we are considering. They are the distances in centi- 
metres to which the several alpha rays will penetrate in air 
of ordinary pressure and temperature. They are derived 
from measurements made by Geiger. T h e  helium particle, 
in spite of its great initial velocity, is rapidly stopped by col- 
lisionwith the particlesof air or by deflection from its course. 

But there is another radioactive family of elements-that 
which has thorium as the parent substance. I n  this we may 
write down a similar table of alpha radiation: 

Cms. 
Thorium . . . . . . . .  2.72 

. . . . .  Radiothorium 3.87 
T h o r i u m X  * 4-30 

Thor iumA * 5-70 

. . . . . .  
T h  Emanation . . . . . .  5.00 

Thorium CI . . . . . . .  4.80 
Thorium CZ . . . . . . .  8.60 

. . . . . .  

When we compare this table with the former table we see 
that the most penetrating ray in the thorium family-that 
attending the transformation of thorium Cz-attains a 
greater distance in air-8.60 cms.-than does the most pene- 
trating ray in the uranium series-Le., that of Ra  C-6.94 
cms. T h e  difference is quite appreciable. 

Bragg has determined the penetration of the alpha ray 
in various media and has deduced the result that the length 
of path of the ray depends on the square root of the atomic 
weight of the elements traversed. I t  matters not how they 
are combined one with another. This  means that, knowing 
the chemical composition and density of a medium-solid, 
liquid, o r  gaseous-we can calculate accurately the distance 
to which any particular alpha ray will penetrate. N o w  when 
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we apply this to the mineral biotite, in which the haloes so 
commonly occur and the chemical composition and density 
of which we know, we find that the most penetrating of the 
rays of the uranium family of radioactive substances would 
just penetrate 0.033 mm., and the most penetrating of the 
thorium rays would penetrate 0.040 mm., which distances 
exactly correspond with the radial dimensions of the two 
kinds of haloes. This  is strong evidence-very strong evi- 
dence-that the halo is formed by the alpha ray. T h e  
evidence for this view proves conclusive as we proceed with 
our investigation. 

A t  this stage we may ask whence the generating rays pro- 
ceed. T h e  answer is, from the small particle always found 
in the centre of the halo. I t  has long been known that the 
central particle of the halo is often the mineral zircon. 
Now, Strutt has shown that zircon generally, if not always, 
contains a relatively large amount of radioactive elements. 
This  strengthens our hypothesis. Further, the central par- 
ticle always appears to be of a nature likely to contain either 
uranium o r  thorium. 

I t  will now be apparent that, according to the hypothesis 
of their radioactive origin, haloes cannot be really disk- 
shaped o r  ring-shaped, but must be spherical in form, for  
the alpha rays are projected in all directions from the central 
particle. I n  accordance with this expectation, it is found 
that no matter in what direction we cut the mica, the halo 
presents a circular form. T h e  appearance presented is, in 
fact, that of a section of a sphere o r  of a sphere seen in per- 
spective. Furthermore, we find disk-shaped marks of small 
dimensions and not sliowing the central, originating particle. 
These are sections taken off the centre of the sphere-what 
may be called caps cut from the sphere. There is, then, no 
doubt that the halo is really spherical in form. I t  is a region 
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of the mica which has been traversed by the rays proceeding 
from the central particle and which has, in some way, been 
darkened by the passage of the ray. W e  must consider this 
more closely. 

In ascribing to the alpha ray the power of chemically 
affecting the substance of the mica, we are by no means ven- 
turing beyond the probable. For,  in point of fact, it is known 
that these rays can produce changes of a chemical nature 
in matter which they traverse. In the case of gases we find 
that ionisation attends the passage of the ray, and the gas 
in consequence becomes a conductor of electricity. This  
phenomenon is ascribed to the power of the ray to liberate 
electrons from the gaseous molecules. Under proper con- 
ditions we find, further, that new chemical combinations may 
be formed and old ones broken up by the ionising activity 
of the rays. Thei r  power of affecting the photographic 
plate is nothing more than the demonstration of the chemical 
effects of these rays in the case of solids. T h e  subject is an 
extensive one. There  is no doubt that the assumption that 
the darkening of the mica is due to a chemical effect of the 
alpha radiation activity upon it over long periods of time 
involves nothing that does not harmonise with our existing 
knowledge of the properties of these rays. 

Bragg has studied the ionising effects of the alpha ray 
with great care. By special means he has been able to meas- 
ure this effect a t  every point along the path of the ray. 
Figure z depicts the general result of his experiments. 
Bragg found that the ionisation effected by these rays is by 
no means uniform along the path of the ray. This he demon- 
strated by showing that thk conductivity of the gas was by no 
means uniform along the path of the ray. H e  plots the con- 
ductivity, or amount of ionisation, vertically, and the path of 
the ray horizontally. T h e  ionisation is small at first, but 
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the curve soon begins to  rise, and rises with great steepness 
till a maximum of ionisation is attained just before the ray 
ceases to  act. T h e  dotted line reveals the observed numbers 
of ions a t  different points along the path of the ray. All 
alpha rays do not behave in exactly the same manner, some 
becoming bent before the final loss of activity. T h e  full line 
shows the theoretical ionisation produced by a ray which did 
not bend o r  become scattered. T h e  cessation of ionisation is 
in this case quite abrupt. 

A highly interesting fact was brought out by Bragg. T h e  
effect of the atom traversed by the ray in checking the veloc- 
ity of the ray is independent of the physical and chemical 
condition of the atom. H e  determined the “stopping power” 
of a medium by the distance the ray can penetrate into it 
compared with the distance it can penetrate in air. W e  have 
already referred to this. W e  should now notice the fact that 
this indicates the probability that in any medium whatsoever 
the ionising power of the alpha ray is exerted somewhat in 
the manner observed in gases when the investigation is care- 
fully performed. T h a t  is, it is small a t  first, then towards 
the end of the career of the alpha ray, when the helium atom 
is about to come to rest, the ionisation rapidly rises in in- 
tensity, reaches a maximum, and then drops to nothing with 
the stoppage of the helium atom and its complete loss of 
energy. 

Now we have already noticed that not one, but many sorts 
of alpha rays are expelled when uranium and thorium break 
up into their ultimate products. The re  are, in fact, in the 
first case-that of uranium-eight rays varying in range 
from 0.01 18 to 0.0330 mm.; and in the latter case, that of 
thorium, seven rays varying from 0.013 mm. to  0.040 mm. 
range. I t  is evident that the extreme limiting dimension of 
the halo-assuming the central particle, which contains the 
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parent radioactive substance and its derivatives, to be very 
small-is due to the alpha ray of longest range. T h a t  is, it 
will be 0.033 mm. i f  uranium be the parent substance and 
0.040 if thorium be the originating substance. But might we 
not expect to find some trace of the effects of the rays of 
lesser range, those which expire within the range of the most 
penetrating ray? If we strike circles to the radius of the 
several rays we will understand the question better. 
(Figure 3 . )  

From these figures we see that we might expect a very 
considerable action in the inner part  of the halo where the 
several rays of lesser range do their work. W e  might, in 
fact, expect that each ray would tend towards producing a 
separate spherical shell of ionising effect, the outer shell of  
all defining the limit o r  boundary of the halo. W e  might 
also anticipate that the inner shells would more or  less over- 
lap, so that if there was sufficient effect produced by each of 
the inner rays there would result a more or  less general 
darkening extending outwards to the limit of the range of 
the ray from radium A, then a comparatively unaffected 
region, also spherical in form, which should separate the 
inner from the outer effects. In the section of the halo this 
should give rise to the appearance of an inner and much 
darkened disk surrounded by a ring of the darkened mica. 

This is just what is observed. In  many cases the appear- 
ance shown in Figure 4 is presented. Here  we see that we 
can, indeed, differentiate between the inner region crowded 
with the rays of less penetration and the outer region which 
is only affected by one ray. T h e  lower halo in the figure 
scales correctly for thorium. T h e  inner disk is limited by the 
effects of thorium A ;  the penumbra-like shading around it 
is that due to the effects of thorium C only. In  Figure 5- 
much more magnified-we see a uranium halo and we can 



Fig. 5 .  Radium Halo, much enlarged 

Fig. 6. Haloes in the Mica of County 
Carlow, Ireland 



Fig. 7. Halo round Capillary 
in Glass T u b e  

Fig. 8. Haloes round Tubular Passages in Mica 
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here even differentiate between the inner region due to  the 
overlapping effects of all rays out to  that of radium emana- 
tion, the separate effects due to  Ra A, and finally the outer- 
most shell due to Ra  C. 

T h e  reason for  the shell formation is, of course, the 
marked accentuation of the ionising effects just a t  the limits 
of action of the ray. It is, indeed, t o  be borne in mind that  
by the mere spreading o r  divergence of the rays as they get 
more distant from the centre there will be a considerable 
weakening of the ionising effect. But even when this is 
allowed for  it will be found that there is an accentuation of 
the ionisation near the end of the path of the ray. T h e  
ring-like structure observed in the sections is, therefore, 
fully accounted for. 

T h e  amount of detail exhibited by a halo is, largely, a 
matter of “exposure.” W e  may use the term in the photo- 
graphic sense. T h e  over-exposed haloes a re  blackened up 
spheres o r  disks such as we saw in Figure I .  Lesser exposure 
enables us to  differentiate outer and inner effects, the over- 
lapping and more concentrated trajectories of the inner rays 
producing an inner sphere of much altered mica, while the 
region beyond this is comparatively little acted on. Lesser 
exposure than this may result in the complete absence of 
visible outer effects. It is easy to find haloes whose genesis 
is plainly due to the inner rays only. Some of these (see 
Figure 6) have a limiting radius of 0.012 or  0.013 mm., 
delicate disks with slightly accentuated outer edge. These 
are  due to  the primary alpha rays, those of uranium, which 
have less penetrating power than any of the others. Again, 
haloes carried out 0.016, 0.018 and 0.019 mm. are  found 
which may or  may not show outer rings, according to  the 
exposure. 
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A word should be said as to what we mean by “exposure.’) 

In  photography we may vary the exposure either by varying 
the duration of exposure o r  by varying the intensity of the 
light. Now the haloes found in the same rock formation- 
Le., of the same geological origin-may be regarded as of 
the same age. T h e  duration of exposure has, in fact, been 
alike for all. A difference of exposure is therefore the result 
of varying quantity of radioactive material responsible for 
the halo. It is in harmony with this explanation that the 
nuclei of the less exposed haloes are always less in dimension 
than those of more fully exposed ones, the least exposed 
and faintest haloes often possessing a nucleus visible only to 
fairly high powers of the microscope. 

All haloes are old-exceedingly old. They are not found 
in modern rocks. T h e  fact is, the quantity of radioactive 
matter responsible for them is very minute ; photographically 
speaking, the light is very feeble. Hence millions of years- 
nay, scores of millions of years-have been required for 
their genesis. W e  shall presently make some calculations 
on this point. 

Rutherford, incidentally to some work he was carrying 
out, succeeded in making an artificial halo. H e  was com- 
pressing the emanation of radium into a glass tube of very 
fine bore. As the emanation decayed the various derived 
products came into existence and all the several alpha rays 
penetrated the glass, darkening the walls of the capillary 
out to the limit of range of radium C in glass. T h e  photo- 
graph (Figure 7 )  is a magnified section of the tube. T h e  
dark central part  is the capillary. T h e  halo, tubular in 
shape, surrounds it as a penumbra-like shading. This ex- 
periment has been anticipated by many millions of years. 
W e  find an exactly similar appearance on cracks in certain 
micas, as the photograph (Figure 8 )  shows. H e r e  there 
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has been, evidently, a passage of radioactive gas o r  fluid 
through hair-like channels in the mica. 

I t  is interesting to calculate the number of alpha rays 
which may have gone to form a halo in the Devonian granite 
of Leinster, Ireland. I t  is common to  find haloes perfectly 
developed in this rock with a nucleus of zircon less than 
5 x IO4 crns. in diameter. T h e  volume of zircon is 65 x 1 0 - l ~  

cc. and the mass 3 x  1 0 - l ~  grams of radium in the nucleus. 
Now, Rutherford has ascertained that the number of alpha 
rays expelled by a gram of radium in a second is 3 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ .  
Hence we can show that three rays are shot from the nucleus 
in a year. If, now, geological time since the Devonian is 
fifty millions of years, then one hundred and fifty millions 
of rays have generated the halo. If the time has been four 
hundred millions of years, then twelve hundred millions of 
alpha rays are concerned in its genesis. T h e  number of ions 
produced by a single ray is very great. A single alpha ray 
from R a  C will generate in air 3.37XI05 ions. 

But haloes of the under-exposed type must be generated 
by very much less quantities of radioactive matter. T h e  
zircon nuclei forming haloes showing the ring due to  Ra  C 
very faintly, are often less than 2 x 1 0 ~  crns. in diameter. 
Such nuclei would expel one ray in five years. T h e  faintest 
haloes of all may be due to alpha rays expelled only once in 
a century. 

I t  is evident, then, that the halo enables us to detect an 
extraordinarily minute quantity of radioactive matter. Fo r  
we detect the radioactive matter by the slow accumulation of 
its effects, just as faint stars are detected by long exposure 
on photographic plates. A very important conclusion 
springs from this fact. W e  have said that it is possible to  
detect and easily distinguish haloes which are derived from 
the decay of uranium and thorium. These are the only two 
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parent radioactive substances which are  known to radioac- 
tive science. True,  there is a radioactive parent substance- 
actinium-which also gives rise to a series of derived bodies. 
But Rutherford has shown that this substance is probably 
itself derived from the uranium family-a sort of side- 
branch. And there is reason to  believe that it contributes 
a quite minor proportion of the alpha rays emitted by the 
normal descendants of uranium. Its  effects would, there- 
fore, be lost probably in those due to the series of alpha- 
yielding changes which we have already enumerated. But, 
it may be asked, are there no other primary radioactive sub- 
stances but uranium and thorium? T h e  halo seems to  give a 
very conclusive answer in the negative. F o r  the sensitive 
minerals (coloured mica is only one of many which registers 
the effects of the alpha ray) are scattered everywhere 
throughout the rocks. Elements of every kind are  associated 
with them both as inclusions o r  in the external environment. 
If radioactive elements, other than those of the uranium and 
thorium families, exist, the halo must show their effects. If 
present even in very minute quantities, this must be true. 
But we find no such effects. W e  are  consequently compelled 
to assume that such do not exist or,  a t  least, have not existed 
during geological time. In  other words, the halo tells us 
unequivocally of the stability of the elements in general over 
the whole of geological time-a period certainly not less 
than some one hundred million years. 

In  recent years it has been found possible to  make consider- 
able advance in the study of haloes. A lucky find of very 
fine thorium haloes has rendered possible a careful analysis 
of the successive stages in the development of these objects. 
Similar information may be obtained from the beautiful 
uranium haloes of Ballyellen, County Carlow, Ireland. 

I t  is obvious that the halo must be regarded as the result- 
ant of the superimposed activity of eight rays in the case of 
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uranium haloes and of seven rays in the case of thorium 
haloes. W e  may plot the effects of these several rays, 
ascribing to each ray a distribution of ionisation as given by 
the Bragg curve. Figure g shows this first step. T h e  second 
step is to add the vertical ordinates of all the curves a t  suf- 
ficiently close intervals. When this is done and when allow- 
ance is made for the spherical divergenct of the rays we get 
a resultant curve of ionisation as shown in the next figure. 
(Figure IO.) In the 
thorium halo a like procedure yields a somewhat different 
integral curve of ionisation. (Figure I I .) 

Let  us now compare these curves with the carefully meas- 
ured drawings of haloes as shown on plate facing next 
page. T h e  several features of these drawings are trans- 
ferred to the integral ionisation curves of uranium and 
thorium. W e  do this by marking above these curves the 
positions of the several observed rings, scaling accurately 
the radius of the ring from the axis of X as startingpoint. 

W e  see, when we study these drawings, that the halo in 
point of fact reproduces accurately in its several rings the 
crests and hollows of the ionisation curves. T h e  fit is per- 
fect throughout within the attainable limits of measurement 
in the case of the thorium halo. In  the case of the uranium 
halo the inner rings of the halo do not quite so perfectly fit 
the integral of the curve of ionisation. The re  is a slight 
misfit in the case of the first o r  innermost ring more espe- 
cially. This  is the ring primarily due to uranium itself upon 
its first break up. 

This  may appear a trivial discrepancy a t  first sight. But, 
in point of fact, a very important question may be involved. 
W e  shall endeavour to state the matter very briefly, for it 
is too soon to regard it as more than suggestive. Some other 
explanation may yet be found. 

It is known as an empirical statement that the range of 

Now this is for  the uranium halo. 
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the alpha ray is connected with duration of life of the ele- 
ment giving rise to it. I t  is found that short-lived radioac- 
tive elements give rise to rays of long range, whereas those 
of long life give rise to  rays of short range. T h e  period 
of average life of uranium I is very long-some 6 x 1 0 ~  
years. I ts  alpha ray is the least penetrating of all, and along 
with the ray of UZ is accountable mainly for the inner halo 
ring. But we find the halo ring a little too great in radius. 
Can it be that this indicates a more rapid break up of ura- 
nium in the remote past? This explanation must not be set 
aside too hastily. I t  is possible that originally the atoms 
of uranium were not exactly as they are now. W e  have got 
more catholic in our ideas of atomic properties in recent 
time. Atoms may possess identical chemical and physical 
properties and may differ a little in atomic weight and in 
radioactive behaviour. If there were originally-that is, 
attending the original genesis of uranium, however that may 
have been brought about-uranium atoms of varying radio- 
active properties, some decaying faster than others, the 
faster decaying atoms might long ago have been exhausted, 
the wider halo-ring recording their former existence. 

There  is a reason, coming from quite another source, for 
supposing a former more rapid radioactive transformation 
of uranium. This source, strange to  say, is connected with 
calculations respecting the age of the earth. 

Geologists have calculated the age of the earth by various 
methods, all involving the rate of denudation as now ob- 
served. W e  have the rate of accumulation of sodium salt 
in the ocean as compared with the existing quantity of 
sodium in the ocean; the rate a t  which sediments are being 
laid down as compared with the quantities of sediments ac- 
cumulated over geological time. All such methods afford 
time periods, since the beginning of denudation, of the order 



Figs. 12, 13 ,  14, and 15,  Stages in Formation and Development of Uranium 

Figs. 18, 19, and 20, Stages in Formation and Development of Thorium 
Haloes. 

Haloes. 
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of one hundred millions of years. Solar theory shows that 
the present supply of solar heat is difficult to  account for 
even over this period. 

But we may calculate the age on radioactive theory and 
measurement. Uranium finally breaks down into lead. If 
we measure the quantity of lead in a particular mineral-one 
formed, say, in Cambrian times-and assume that the rate 
of break up of uranium was all along what it now is, we are 
driven to  assume that it would have taken some twelve hun- 
dred millions of years for the lead to  have accumulated. If, 
however, we make the same calculation respecting thorium, 
which also seems to end up in lead, we find that the age of 
the earth is fairly correctly given by geological time. True ,  
attempts have been made to  account for  the contradictory 
evidence of the radioactive method by assuming that thorium 
lead is not all stable, that a part  of it turns into something 
else. W h a t  that something else is has, however, not hitherto 
been found. 

In this difficulty the evidence of the halo is not without 
interest. You see, it throws the error upon uranium and 
leaves thorium as correctly supporting geological methods 
of finding the age. For  it suggests that we cannot use 
uranium-derived lead as an indicator of geological time, for  
in fact we do  not know the rate a t  which it has been pro- 
duced. T h e  final word on this matter has still to  be said. 

JOHN JOLY. 




